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ABSTRACT 

Since the author feels that continuous re-evaluation 
of one's counseling philosophy is essential in the prac¬ 
tice of her profession, the follov/ing investigation was 
conducted. An extensive variety of books was read in 
preparation for this paper, and ideas were sifted and re¬ 
organized. 

The Client-Centered Therapy of Carl Rogers was chosen 
first because this was previously the main emphasis made 
by the author in her counseling approach. The Logotherapy 
of Viktor Frankl and the Individual Psychology of Alfred 
Adler were then chosen -because of the contrasts and com¬ 
parisons possible with the Rogerian approach. The author 
felt that there would be sufficient similarities and dis¬ 
similarities present to provide the basis for a meaningful 
comparative analysis. 

This paper has helped clarify many counseling precepts 
for the author and has helped consolidate her personal 
philosophy of counseling, hopefully for the betterment 
of the relationships with her clients. 



CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Every counselor, in practicing his profession, must 

continually evaluate his beliefs. This comparative analy¬ 

sis of the philosophical foundations and therapeutic tech¬ 

niques of Alfred Adler, Viktor Erankl, and Carl Rogers* was 

the writer's personal attempt to investigate the beliefs 

of others, and thus evaluate and expand her own. 

Reason for Topic Selection 

This topic of a comparative analysis of Alfred Adler's 

Individual Psychology, Viktor Prankl's Logotherapy, and 

Carl Rogers' Client-Centered Therapy, was chosen because 

the writer believed that these three therapeutic approaches 

had immediate application to her work as a counselor. The 

best way to make use of them was to do a thorough investi¬ 

gation of their beliefs and techniques. 



CHAPTER II 

Procedure Used 

This paper contains five main parts: 

1. discussion of Alfred Adler's Individual Psychol¬ 

ogy* exPlanation of his terms, and the applica¬ 

tion of his approach to therapy; 

2. discussion of Viktor Prankl’s Logotherapy, ex¬ 

planation of his terms, and the application of 

his approach to therapy; 

3. discussion of Carl Rogers' Client-Centered Ther- 

apy, explanation of his terms, and the applica¬ 

tion of his approach to therapy; 

4. discussion of existentialism; and, 

5. comparison of the similarities and dissimilarities 

of the three theories and their respective ther¬ 

apeutic application. 

Limitations 

This paper is limited to those aspects of the theories 

and therapies of Adler, Frank!, and Rogers which were found 

personally interesting and applicable to the job of a coun¬ 

selor. iluch has been omitted, and many areas are incom¬ 

pletely discussed, but, because of the nature of this in¬ 

vestigation, limitations must exist. 
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Definition of Terms 

Terms used by Adler, Frankl, and Rogers are defined 

in their respective sections. 



CHAPTER III 

ALFRED ADLER 

"Do not forget the most important fact that not here¬ 
dity and not environment are determining'factors. 
Both are giving only the frame and the influences 
which are answered by the individual in regard to 
his styled creative power (6: front piece)". 

Alfred Adler may be regarded as the original field 

theorist in a depth psychology which has a social-science 

and "subjectivist" orientation. His system of psychology 

is commonly referred to as "Individual Psychology",. Adler 

initial close association with Preud was broken because of 

opposition to Freud's role of sex in human behavior and 

Freud's emphasis on drive impelled causation. Adler's em¬ 

phasis on goal directed causation is one of the main rea¬ 

sons why Adler's theories provide the antithetical para- 

llellisrn to Freud's. 

In discussing th^ individual psychology of Adler, as 

introduction, three propositions will be presented which 

are basic to his theory, then these' and other points will 
u 

be elaborated upon. First, Adler believes there to be one 

basic, dynamic, goal-directed force behind all human ac¬ 

tivity; and the direction of striving is from feelings of 

inferiority toward feelings of superiority. This goal to 

which the individual is striving is unique to him, and 
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because it is only an ideal and is "dimly envisioned" and 

not understood by him, it is classed as fictional. All 

of the individual's psychological processes are organized 

into a pattern with this goal in mind. It is this self- 

consistent personality structure which Adler calls the 

"style of life". All objective aspects of life become 

relative to the individual's life style; rather than func¬ 

tioning as direct objective causes, they become probabil¬ 

ities only, or "soft" determiners, while the ultimate de¬ 

termination comes from the inner nature of the self. The 

individual's opinion of himself and the world, his "apper¬ 

ceptive schema", his interpretations, etc., which are part 

of his life style, then influence every psychological pro¬ 

cess. / 

Second, Adler places a great deal of emphasis on in¬ 

terpersonal relations (and was perhaps the first to place 

such an emphasis) and studies behavior only within its 

social context. Adler believes that the ability of "social 

feeling" or "social interest" must be developed since it is 

crucial for man's adjustment to the social situation in 

which he is embedded. 

^ Third, Adler believes that maladjustment is caused by 

influences from the first and second proposition: the 

single or combined force of increased inferiority feelings, 
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undeveloped social interest, and an exaggerated goal of 

personal superiority. As a result, problems are solved in 

a self-centered ’’private sense” rather than a task-center- ^ 

ed ’’common sense" fashion. This leads the neurotic to an 

experience of failure because he still uses the social 

validity as the criterion for the judgment of his actions; 

while the psychotic, who is also a failure, objectively, 

does not experience feelings of failure because he does 

not accept the criterion of social validity. 

The following Adlerian concepts will be presented in 

a relatively chronological order as they were conceived. 

One of Adler’s earliest concepts was that of organ 
y 

J inferiority and compensation in 190?. Although this was 

written at the time he was a physician and is a contribu¬ 

tion to the theory of disease in a physical sense, it has 

far reaching implications in the psychological sense as 

well. Adler proposed that since disease afflicts the in¬ 

ferior organs, and inferiority is a relative concept, rela¬ 

tive to the environmental demands and the total situation, 

diseases can no longer be studied or viewed as separate 

entities. As the inferior organism deteriorates, then, 

attempts at compensation are made in order to maintain 

equilibrium. This idea of organ inferiority is of signi¬ 

ficance also because it is a discussion of the problem of 
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psychosomatic disorders. 

A split with Freud definitely resulted in Adler’s 

proposal that the main dynamic force was the "masculine 

protest” or the striving to be strong and powerful in ^ 
A 

compensation for feeling unmanly or inferior. This was 

unacceptable to Freud's emphasis on the sexual libido as 

the main force. Adler's use of the words "manly" or "mas¬ 

culine” have no sexual overtones, but are used simply 

metaphors for strength. Because of the resulting confusion 

with the Freudian school, Adler changed the name of this 

concept to "striving for superiority", thus de-emphasizing 

the importance of the libido. 

In 1911, when Adler broke completely with the Freudian 

psychoanalytic circle, he was greatly influenced by the 

writings of Vailinger from whom Adler developed the idea 

of fictional finalism. This goal replaced the masculine 

protest as the principle of unity of the personality and 

the striving toward this goal the prepotent dynamic force 

necessary fox' his theory of the unity and self-consis¬ 

tency of the individual. The masculine protest was not 

ignored, but simply relegated to a less important posi¬ 

tion. The emphasis is now on striving foi* perfection, . 

completion, overcoming, or superiority which he sees oc~ 

curing in the healthy as well as the unhealthy individual. 
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Adler says that when a person feels humiliated, that 

"These impressions, v/hich emerge by necessity 
from an original feeling of inferiority, evoke 
an attitude of aggression, the purpose of 
which is the overcoming of a great insecurity. 
In this attitude of aggression are found all 
attempts of the child which promise an en¬ 
hancement of the self esteem. All neurotic 
phenomena originate from these preparatory 
means v/hich strive tov/ard the final purpose 
of superiority. They are psychological readi¬ 
nesses for initiating the struggle for self¬ 
esteem (6: 108-109)." 

Eventually, Adler writes of feelings of inferiority. 

The child's smallness and dependence on adults was seen as 

the primary reason for feelings of inferiority. "We 

pointed out long ago that to be human means to feel in¬ 

ferior (6: 115)." Adler goes on to say that although 

the degree of objective inferiority is significant, of more 

significance is the person's interpretation. And we cannot 

assume that the individual will appraise the situation ac¬ 

curately. Adler affirms that it is just this feeling of 

inferiority which motivates the individual in his striving ^ 

for perfection. 

Next to the striving for perfection and superiority, • . 

the social aspect of Adler's Individual Psychology is the J 

most important. Adler saw that the whole individual must 

be viewed within the larger whole of the groups to which ^ 

he belongs and mankind in total. The translation of the 
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term for the social factor which Adler preferred was "social 

interest". The Adlerians "refuse to recognize and examine 

an isolated human being (6: 126)." They believe that 

"human psychological life is not capable of do¬ 
ing just as it likes but is constantly confronted 
with tasks which have arrived from somewhere. 
All these tasks are inseparably tied up with 
the logic of man's communal life (6: 128)." 

Adler states that 

"it is the individual who is not interested in 
his fellow men who has the greatest difficul¬ 
ties in life and provides the greatest injury 
to others. It is from among such individuals 
that all human failures spring (6: 161)." 

The primary social group according to Adler is the ^ 

family. The mother is seen as the key source of training 

with the father's role being a supportive one. Antisocial 

and disordered behavior in children was thought to stem 

from various degrees of pamper, hatred and potentially, 

from the-ordinal position of the child. The general char¬ 

acteristics of.the various positions include the oldest 

child (dethroned king) who may tend to respect and attempt 

to emulate authority; the second child who may show ten¬ 

dencies associated with defeatism, non-conformity, and 

disobedience; and the youngest child who may display ego¬ 

centric behavior and deep-seated feelings of incompetence. 

The only child generally lacks opportunities for healthy 

competition and stands a greater chance for being pampered / 
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or for being hated. 

In contrast to the more static concept of a goal, 

idler presents the more dynamic concept of the style of 

life, or the individual's unique v/ay of striving for that 

goal. This style of life is based on the individual's 

"law of movement”. Adler explains that 

"everyone carries within himself an opinion 
of himself and the problems of life, a life 
line, and a lav/ of movement which keeps fast 
hold of him without his understanding it or 
giving himself an account of it. The lav/ of 
movement in the mental life of a person is 
the decisive factor for his individuality 
(6: 195)." 

Adler ties in the style of life with the ideas previously 

discussed by explaining that since the individual suffers 

from a complex of inferiority, these feelings stimulate 

him to action. This results in the person having a goal, 

and the consistent movement toward that goal is the indi- 

vidual's style of life. 

Of vital importance to an individual's life style is 

his schema of apperception. By the age of five, the indi¬ 

vidual has already begun to accept or reject his experi¬ 

ences dependent upon the final end-form to which he as¬ 

pires. Adler asserts that 

"I am convinced that a person's behavior 
springs from his opinion. We should not 
be surprised at this, because our senses 
do not receive actual facts, but merely a 
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subjective image of them, a reflection of the 
external world (6: 182)." 

Adler emphasizes that the particular style of life and its ^ 
goal is not built upon objective reality. Each person or¬ 

ganizes himself according to his personal view of things, 

and some views are more sound and some less sound. Misin¬ 

terpretations of early childhood in particular must be 

considered, since these dominate the subsequent course of 

an individual^ existence. 

Certain expressions are exclusive to Adlerian psy¬ 

chology and understanding of these terms DS essential. 

Adler stressed a "primary sequence of responses" which is 

directly concerned with the continuous seeking to relieve 

the discomfort of the inferior feelings by compensatory «/ 

striving for superiority. Adler’s "basic response se- v 

quence" is first, a self evaluation of inferiority, fol- jj 
lowed by feelings of inferiority, and concluded by striv- / 

ing for superiority. This is a sequence which is never 

lost, but waxes and wanes in accordance with our creative 

power and events. "Organ inferiority" refers to any sPe~^ 

cific defect in physical structure. The inborn response 

associated with paying attention is what is referred to as 

the "attending response". This response is closely allied 

to the "recollective response" which indicates the ability 
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Mr 

to recall which, in turn, is generally only those impres¬ 

sions which would fit the person's objectives. Adler be¬ 

lieved that there existed a necessary antecedent to logical 

thought. He labeled this as the ’’verbal symbolic response” 

which was thought by him to be the most significant set of 

responses in the human repertoire. ’’Fictions" was the 

term used to describe these antecedents of behavior, which 

Adler believed to be the internal causes of action, because 

they were not too accurate and were decidedly individualiz¬ 

ed. "Fictional finalism" defined the client's goals and 

his perceptions leading up to those goals. Another term, 

"law of movement”, was often referred to by Adler. This 

"law” emphasizes the continuous process of moving toward 

an event and acknowledged the sequence of responses as be¬ 

ing more essential than any particular response. Finally, 

an individual's "life style" are his specific responses, 

perceptions, actions, thoughts, dreams, neurotic symptoms, 

etc., is a basic tenant of his psychology. 

Adler would consider the first requirement of the 

therapeutic relationship as making up for the lack of 

self-esteem in the patient. "The important thing is to 

decrease the patient's feeling of inferiority (3: 111)". 

Specifically, Adler's treatment of the patient could be 

divided into three stages: first, he would begin by 
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understanding the unique life-style of the patient. Adler 

would approach this by gaining a comprehensive understand¬ 

ing of the earliest childhood recollections, the position 

of the child in birth order, childhood disorders, day and 

night dreams, and the nature of the exogenous factor that 

caused the illness. 
\ 

Second, Adler would explain the patient to himself, 

for so long as he regards his fictional world as the right 

one and sees the objective world as unacceptable to his 

life-style, he will remain neurotic. 

"The cure or reorientation is brought about by 
a correction of the faulty picture of the world 
and the unequivocal acceptance of a mature pic¬ 
ture of the world (6: 333)•u 

Although Adler believes that the patient should take the 

initiative in this ’’friendly and free conversation’' to un¬ 

cover the neurotic life plan, he believes that the physi¬ 

cian must seek out the disturbing devices and explain them 

to the patient. Upset, the patient will give them up. 

Adler states that there has not been one patient to whom 

it was impossible to explain his erroneous mechanism, but 

stresses that very gradually must the patient be lead to 

see the truth. The change which occurs must be of the 

patient's doing. 

Third, since the therapeutic relationship generally 
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begins with depreciation tendency and resistance, he must 

be guided gently toward an awakening of his social inter¬ 

est • 

’’The task of the physician or psychologist is 
to give the patient the experience of contact 
with a fellow man, and then to enable him to 
transfer this awakened social interest to 
others (6: 341)." 

Adler used persuasion, explanation, disarming, observa¬ 

tion, empathy and intuitive conjecturing as tools. Through 

out the whole relationship, Adler believes that "we must be 

able to see with his eyes and listen with his ears (6: 

340)." 

Neurotic behavior is seen as deviations of a person’s 

thoughts. Adler felt that the more an individual’s be¬ 

liefs about reality were in error, the more likely that / 

person would tend to be neurotic. In contrast, the more a 

person's'beliefs about reality were in keeping with the 

"real" the more well adjustive that person would tend to 

be. This point is extremely important in the Adlerian 

system because a person's ideas concerning the consequen¬ 

ces of the future (goals, etc.) are directly associated 

with that person's current behavior. Know the client's 

goals and his perceptions of the consequences leading up 

to those goals (fictional finalism) and the counselor can 

pretty well predict the client's behavior. 
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Adler thought that there were two factors that general¬ 

ly characterized an abnormal or disordered person. These 

factors were: (l) a greater feeling of inferiority and 

(2) inappropriately compensatory behavior. Abnormal be¬ 

havior can be distinguished from normal behavior in (l) 

the nature of striving for superiority, (2) the love for 

others or social interest developed, and (3) the degree of 

response activity. A neurotic’s thoughts tend to be rigid 

and less alterable; his perception is either black or 

white; his conduct frequently of rigid morals; he tends to 

overestimate; he has a tendency to vacillate excessively; 

he shows a great deal of dependency. Compounded with these 

tendencies, a neurotic person will be more likely to pro¬ 

tect himself with symptoms that will maintain a degree of 

positive self-evaluation. Normal people do this as well; 

it's all a matter of degree. 

The therapeutic relationship is one of mutual trust 

where the therapist is often responsible for determining 

the goals. Some of the goals are seen as (1) the reduc¬ 

tion of negative feelings, (2) the correction of bad 

thinking habits, (3) to alter goals, (4) to improve inter¬ 

personal relationships, (3) to develop love for others and 

work for their welfare, and (6) to increase the client's 

initiative and courage. The three cardinal parts of 
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therapy, according to Adler, are (1) understanding the 

patient, (2) explaining the patient to himself, and (3) 

strengthening social interest. The essential discussion 

topics v/ere focused on childhood recollections, childhood 

disorders, aggravating life conditions, position in fam¬ 

ily, content of day and night dreams and observed client 

movements. Adler used persuasion, explanation, disarming, 

observation, empathy and intuitive conjecturing as tools 

but made sure that each client was not led to believe that 

his was a "sure cure". 

In conclusion, while Adler's view of causality was 

subjectivistic, he combined in his method of observing the 

phenomenological with the objective behavioristic approach. 

VIKTOR FRAHKL 

Viktor Frankl, the creator of logotherapy, searches 

for the meaning of human existence. He defines logother¬ 

apy as "That psychotherapy which centers on life's meaning 

as well as man's search for this meaning. In fact logos 

means 'meaning' (7* 7^)•" He considers such a search of 

utmost importance in psychotherapy 

"since the lack of awareness of life's meaning 
is among the most important causes of emotional 
frustration in our time. But man's concern 
about a meaning in life, which should be worthy 
of life, is in itself by no means a sign of 
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disease, l/hether explicit or implicit, this 
is an intrinsically human question. . . Today- 
existential frustration seems to me to play 
at least os great a part in the formation of 
neuroses as the sexual one formerly did (8: 
467)." 

Frankl believes that although logotherapy belongs in the 

vast field of existential psychiatry, it exceeds and sur¬ 

passes it because it is essentially more than analysis of' 

existence, but is concerned also with meaning. Its thera¬ 

peutic orientation results in it being not only analysis, 

but also therapy. 

Frankl bases the theory of logotherapy on an explicit 

philosophy of life which he sees as a chain of interconnect¬ 

ed links: firstly, Freedom of Jill; secondly, Will to 

Meaning; and finally, Meaning of Life. He explains the 

first, freedom of will, by saying that 

’’Man is not free from conditions, be they biological 
or psychological of sociological in nature. But 
he is free to take a stand toward these conditions; 
he always retains the freedom to choose his atti¬ 
tude toward them. Man is free to. rise above the 
plane of somatic and psychic determinants of his 
existence. . . Pie becomes capable of taking a 
stand not only toward the world but also toward 
himself (7* 3)«" 

In order to take such a stand, Frankl uses ’’paradoxical 

intention" which is a reversal of the patient’s attitude 

toward his symptoms which enables him to detach himself 

from his neuroses. This utilizes the human capacity for 
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self-detachment. 

The second basic assumption, the Will to Meaning, 

Jrankl opposes to the pleasure principle of psychoanalytic 

theories and the will to pov/er of Adlerian psychology by 

stating that the former mistakes the effect for the end, 

and the latter mistakes the means to an end for the end 

itself. He considers both of these derivatives of the v/ill 

to meaning. But man’s struggle for identity cannot be v;on 

in a direct way; rather he must commit himself to a cause 

beyond and greater than himself. Frankl sees a tension be¬ 

tween being and meaning; the first referring to what man 

basically is: oriented toward meaning; and the second, 

referring to what he should be: confronted with meaning. 

"The meaning which a being has to fulfill is some¬ 
thing beyond himself, it is never just himself. 
Only if this otherness is retained by meaning, can 
meaning exert upon a being that demand quality 
which yields itself to a phenomenological analy¬ 
sis of our experience of existence. Only a mean¬ 
ing which is not just an expression of the being 
itself represents a true challenge. . . Meaning 
must not coincide with being; meaning must be a- 
head of being . Meaning sets the pace for being. 
Existence falters unless it is lived in terms of 
transcendence toward something beyond itself 
(7: 11-12)." 

To further enrphasize his position, Frankl quotes Goethe’s 

warning: "If we take man as he is, we make him worse; if 

we take him as he ought to be, we help him become it (7: 

17)." 
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Fr^nkl ’ s third basic assumption, '’Meaning; of Life", 

is r.omething; the patient must find for himself. It is not 

the job of the logotherapist to give his ov/n interpretation, 

but rather to describe and broaden the visual field of his 

patient in terms of values and meanings; and assist him in 

his search. In this search, the pressures of reality force 

man to choose. But since man is self-determining, what he 

becomes, he has made himself. 

The quotation from Robert Browning's Andrea del Sarto, 

"Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp; or what's 

a Heaven for?" would certainly coincide with Brankl's 

views on self-actualization and homeostasis. He considers 

such theories inadequate in that the former emphasizes only 

what man is, not what he can become; and the latter empha¬ 

sizes a lack of tension, which Frankl would consider a 

stagnant state. Frankl believes that a certain amount of 

existential dynamics is necessary. 

Frankl takes a stand on the subject of the polarity 

of the subject and object of cognition, which he considers 

ineradicable. He believes that 

"man should not attempt to overcome the twofold 
tension of human existence, instead, to undergo 
it. . . To be sure, the subject by its cognitive 
acts is capable of approaching the object and 
thereby establishing that cognitive closeness to 
the things in the world. . . However the object 
which is reached by the subject is still an ob- 
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ject and does not through the cognitive process 
become a part of the subject itself. Any theory 
which obscures the objectivity of the object and 
disregards its intrinsic otherness through the 
assumption that the world is a mere self-expres¬ 
sion and nothing but a projection of the subject 
is a theory which misses the point (7: 4-8-49)." 

Frankl, considerably more so than either Adler or 

Rogers, uses specific terms. Of primary importance is the 

term ’’existential vacuum” which he defines as the inner 

void and feeling of meaninglessness about life. He uses 

this term interchangeably with ’’existential frustration” 

and ”no*6genic neuroses”. Associated with this is the 

"noological dimension", or the spiritual dimension of be¬ 

ing. But here Frankl does not use spiritual with* its usual 

religious connotation, but rather in contrast to the psychic 

and somatic phenomena. In therapy, Frankl is confronted 

with "anticipatory anxiety" which is that such anxiety of¬ 

ten produces precisely that situation feared by the pa¬ 

tient. He deals with this phenomenon by the use of "para¬ 

doxical intention" which consists of 

"a reversal of the patient's attitude toward his 
symptom and enables him to detach himself from 
his neurosis. This technique mobilizes what is 
called in logotherapy the psychonoetic antagonism, 
i.e., the specifically human capacity for self- 
detachment (7: 163)." 

Also, in therapy, Frankl uses "de-reflection”, the act of 

ignoring something, and re-directing one’s attention to 
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something else. In addition to these are the German terms 

and their translations, but since these are common to all 

existentialists, I will not define them here. 

Sjnce Frankl believes that modern man is confronted 

with a new type of neuroses, that of the "existential vac¬ 

uum" or the frustration of his "will to meaning", he pro¬ 

poses logotherapy, the therapeutic approach which deals 

with man’s search for meaning, as the most effective method 

of psychiatry. According to Frankl, this existential vac¬ 

uum seems to stem from man’s twofold loss: the absence of 

that instinctual security which surrounds an animal's life, 

and the removal of the traditions which governed man’s 

life in the past. 

In therapy, Frankl is concerned with the "noological 

dimension", where the specifically human qualities are lo¬ 

cated. Through his emergence into this dimension, man be¬ 

comes able to detach himself from his psychological condi¬ 

tion. The logotherapeutic technique designed to make use 

of the human capacity for noo-psychic detachment is called 

"paradoxical intention". To understand this technique, 

one must start with "anticipatory anxiety". It is because 

anticipatory anxiety brings about precisely what the pa¬ 

tient fears and because excessive intention and excessive 

self-observation with regard to one's own functioning 



makes this functioninn; impossible that 1 opotherapy bases 

the technique of paradoxical intention. For example, when 

the phobic patient is afraid something will happen to him, 

the therapist encourages him to wish for it to happen. 

The phobic patient generally tries to avoid the anxiety 

producing situation and the obsessive-compulsive patient 

tries to fight by suppressing his fear—and both simply 

strengthen the symptom. In contrast, paradoxical inten¬ 

tion attempts to bring the patient into a face to face con¬ 

tact with his fears and even exaggerate them, then the sym¬ 

ptoms seem to diminish and disappear. But Frankl empha¬ 

sizes that of utmost importance in this approach is a basic 

human quality, man's ability to laugh at himself. 

"'./hen paradoxical intention is 
to put it simply, is to enable 
develop a sense of detachment 
'oy laughing at it (7: 1T7)." 

used, the r)urpose, 
the patient to 

toward his neurosis 

The concern, then, is not so much with the specific symptom 

but the patient's attitude toward the neurosis and its 

symptomatic manifestations. 

A second therapeutic device is "de-reflection". 

"Just as paradoxical intention is designed to 
counteract anticipatory anxiety, de-reflection 
is intended to counteract the compulsive incli¬ 
nation to self-observation (7* 160)." 

This shift of attention must not he simply away from the 

fear, but must be re-directed toward something positive. 
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Even though Frankl has explained his therapeutic tech¬ 

niques in detail, he still feels that "worshiping technique 

at the expense of encounter involves making man not only a 

mere thing hut also a mere means to an end (7: 80)." 

Again he repeats 

"that the crucial agency in psychotherapy is not 
so much the method, but rather the relationship 
between the patient and his doctor or, . . . the 
"encounter" between the therapist and his pa¬ 
tient (7: 144)," 

CARL ROGERS 

The best vantage point for understanding behavior 
is from the internal frame of reference of the ^ 
individual himself (18: 494)* 

•.• Carl Rogers 

Carl Rogers came to the fore as a pioneer in the 

field of psychotherapy by his early writings which were 

aimed at dispelling the widely held "directive" approaches 

of the mid and late thirties. He has continually adjusted 

his concepts of human personality which is in the process 

of "being" and "becoming" from his own theoretical orien¬ 

tation and extensive clinical experience into the hypothe- 
y 

ses called Client-Centered Therapy. Rogers, the major 

</American exponent of the "self-theory" contends that path¬ 

ological breakdowns occur when the individual accepts 
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values imposed on him by others, thus abandoning his inner 

feelings and potentials. ^ 

In a paper delivered in the Symposium on Existential 

Psychology at the Annual Convention of the American Psy¬ 

chological Association in Cincinnati in September, 1959> 

Rogers includes himself in the group concerned with the 

whole spectrum of human behavior and its distinction from 

the behavior of laboratory animals. Rogers cites his own 

development as a psychotherapist. He started with an ob¬ 

jective point of view and treatment involved diagnosis and 

analysis of the clients problems, interpretation and ex¬ 

planation of the problems to the patient, followed by a re- 

educative process directed by the clinician. Eventually 

Rogers realized that the important thing seemed to be the 

development of a climate which would result in the client 

undertaking these himself. Rogers discovered that the ele¬ 

ment of most importance was his ability, as the therapist, 

to be real so that he and the client can "freely and accep- 

tantly enter into the world of each other (14: 88)." 

Rogers describes his theory of personality'and be¬ 

havior, as > 

"basically phenomenological in character, and 
relies heavily upon the concer^t of the self as 
an.explanatory construct. It pictures the end¬ 
point of personality development as being a 
basic congruence between the phenomenal field 
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of experience and the conceptual structure of 
the self (18: 532)." 

In order to explain this theory, I will present and brief¬ 

ly explain nineteen propositions set down by Rogers. 

1. "Every individual exists in a continually chang¬ 

ing world of experience of which he is the center (18: 483) 

Only a small per cent of his experiences ore consciously 

experienced and this private world is known only to the 

individual himself. 

2. "The organism reacts to the field as it is ex¬ 

perienced and perceived. This perceptual field is, for 

the individual, ’reality’ (18: 484)." And although the 

individual is constantly checking his perceptions of real¬ 

ity against others, the untested perceptions may have as 

much authority as the checked. 

3. "The organism reacts as an organized whole to 

this phenomenal field (18: 486)." One of the most basic 

characteristics of life is its tendency toward total, or¬ 

ganized, goal directed responses. Alteration in any part 

of the total organized system produces changes in another 

part. 

4. "The organism has one basic tendency and striving— 

to actualize, maintain, and enhance the experiencing or¬ 

ganism (18: 487)." This forward directional trend is ob- 
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vious from conception to maturity and occupies a central 

position particularly in therapy. It is on this forward 

moving tendency that the therapist relies most deeply, for 

Rogers believes that the organism, when given a choice be¬ 

tween progressive and regressive behavior will choose the 

former. 

5* "Behavior is basically the goal-directed attempt 

of the organism to satisfy its needs as experienced, in 

the field as perceived (18: 491)." Present needs and ten¬ 

sions as perceived by the individual are the only ones he 

seeks to satisfy. The past is important only because it 

modified the meaning which will be perceived in present 

experiences. 

6. "Emotion accompanies and in general facilitates 

such goal-directed behavior (18: 492)." Emotions are 

classified by Rogers as being unpleasant and/or excited 

feelings, and calm and/or satisfied emotions. The former, 

while accompanying the seeking effort of the organism, 

integrates and concentrates behavior on the goal; and the 

latter, accompanies the satisfaction of the need, the con- 

summatory experience. The degree of emotional reaction is 

dependent upon the relationship to the maintenance and en¬ 

hancement of the individual as it is perceived. 
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7* MThe best vantage point for understanding behav¬ 

ior is from the internal frame of reference of the indivi¬ 

dual himself (18: 494).M Since the client's behavior is 

a reaction to the world as he perceives it, we can under¬ 

stand him only if we use his frame of reference and see 

his world through his eyes. Even though complete under¬ 

standing of his world is an unattainable goal, the thera¬ 

pist must guard against projecting his own interpretations. 

Communication is of utmost importance here, and the less 

threatened the client feels in his relationship with the 

therapist, the more accurate will be his communication. 

"Opportunities for new learning are maximized when we ap¬ 

proach the individual without a preconceived set of cate¬ 

gories which we expect him to fit (18: 497)•" 

8. "A portion of the total perceptual field gradu¬ 

ally becomes differentiated as the self (18: 497)." Here 

Rogers uses "self" to mean the awareness of being, of func¬ 

tioning. 

9. "As a result of interaction with the environment, 

and particularly as a result of evaluational interaction 

with others, the structure of self is formed (18: 498)." 

10. "The values attached to experiences, and the 
values which are a part of the self structure, in some in¬ 
stances are values experienced by the organism, and in 
some instances are values introjected or taken over from 
others, but perceived in distorted fashion, as if they had 
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been experienced directly (18: 498)." 

Prepositions 9 ^nd 10, since they are interrelated, will.be 

discussed together. As the young child interacts with his 

environment, he forms an impression about himself, about 

the environment, and about himself in relation to the en¬ 

vironment. It matters not whether these concepts are ver¬ 

bal or nonverbal, conscious or unconscious, in their func¬ 

tioning as guiding principles. 

11. "As experiences occur in the life of the indivi¬ 
dual, they are either (a) symbolized, perceived, and organ¬ 
ized into some relationship to the self, (b) ignored be¬ 
cause there is no perceived relationship to the self 
structure, or (c) denied symbolization or given a distort¬ 
ed symbolization because the experience is inconsistent 
with the structure of the self (18: 503)•" 

The first type are usually accepted into consciousness be¬ 

cause they meet a need or are consistent with or enhance 

the self-structure. The second type form a great majority 

of our perceptions which are never raised to a conscious 

level. The third type is of most importance to psycholo¬ 

gists, because herein lie many phenomena of human behav¬ 

ior. Prom studies by McCleary and Lazarus, and others on 

bhe process preventing the entrance of such self-contra¬ 

dictory impressions, Rogers concludes that the individual 

seems able to distinguish between threatening and non¬ 

threatening stimuli, even if he is consciously unaware of 

the stimuli. McCleary and Lazarus use the term "subcep- 
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tion" to describe this process of a "discriminating evalu¬ 

ative physiological organismic response to experience, 

which may precede the conscious percei>tion of such experi¬ 

ence (18: 507).M 

12. "Most of the ways of behaving which are adopted 

by the organism are those which are consistent with the 

concept of self (18: 507)*" In the neurotic individual, 

a subconsciously recognized need is being satisfied, by 

behavior which is consistent with the concept of self and 

thus consciously accepted. 

13. "Behavior may, in some instances, be brought 
about by organic experiences and needs which have not been 
symbolized. Such behavior may be inconsistent with the 
structure of the self, but in such instances the behavior 
is not "owned" by the individual (18: 509)•" 

Examples of this occur when an individual behaves in a way 

which is inconsistent with his concept of self, and he ex¬ 

cuses himself by saying, "I didn’t know what I was doing. 

I didn’t want to do it, but couldn’t control myself." 

14. "Psychological maladjustment exists when the or¬ 
ganism denies to awareness significant sensory and vis¬ 
ceral experiences, which consequently are not symbolized 
and organized into the gestalt of the self-structure. 
When this situation exists, there is a basic or potential 
psychological tension (18: 510)." 

The therapist observes two different degrees of tension: 

one is when the individual has a definite and organized 

self-concept, but some perceptions are denied awareness; 
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the other is when the individual feels himself to be a 

nothing, and does and thinks as others would expect. The 

latter possesses a minimum of accurate symbolization and 

direct valuing of experience since the organism is taking 

over valuations of experience from others. 

15* "Psychological adjustment exists when the con¬ 
cept of the self is such that all the sensory and visceral 
experiences of the organism are, or may be, assimilated on 
a symbolic level into a consistent relationship with the 
concept of self (18:. 513) *M 

When the concept of self is congruent with the experiences 

of the organism, inner tensions do not exist. Then direc¬ 

tion, unity, and enhancement can occur. The degree of con¬ 

scious control is directly related to the degree to which 

impulses and perceptions' are consciously accepted. 1/hen 

the individual can accept themselves as they really are, 

they can drop their defenses and live spontaneously. 

16.' "Any experience which is inconsistent with the 
organization or structure of self may be perceived as a 
threat, and the more of these perceptions there are, the 
more rigidly the self-structure is organized to maintain 
itself (18: 515).M 

The larger the false structure to be maintained, the great¬ 

er the chance that any new experience will be perceived as 

threatening. 

17* "Under certain conditions, involving primarily 
complete absence of any threat to the self-structure, ex¬ 
periences which are inconsistent with it may be perceived, 
and examined, and the structure of self revised to assi¬ 
milate and include such experiences (18: 51?)•” 
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In an accepting, client-centered atmosphere, the individual 

can gradually become aware of certain perceptions which had 

previously been denied conscious acceptance. He can begin 

to accept himself, and changes can occur. This is a learn¬ 

ing process, namely the learning of self. 

18. "V/hen the individual perceives and accepts into 
one consistent and integrated system all his sensory and 
visceral experiences, then he is necessarily more under¬ 
standing of others and more accepting of others as separ¬ 
ate individuals (18: 520).” 

Thus a chain reaction occurs which has tremendous poten¬ 

tialities for the handling of problems of social relation¬ 

ships . 

19* "As the individual perceives and accepts into 
his self-structure more of his organic experiences, he 
finds that he is replacing his present value system— 
based so largely upon introSections which have been dis- 
tortedly symbolized—with a continuing organismic valuing 
process (18: 522)." 

Eventually, then, a value system which is unique and per¬ 

sonal for each individual emerges. 

Rogers stresses that the theories are changing and 

fluid, but the above is a statement of his theories at the 

present time. 

Rogers also has specific terms which bear brief ex¬ 

planation. fundamental to his concepts, is the term "con¬ 

gruence”. He defines this as "a matching of experience, 

awareness, and communication (11: 3^)*" Another basic 
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concept is that of "self-concept" or self-structure which 

Rogers defines as 

"an organized configuration of perceptions of the 
self which are admissible to awareness. It is 
composed of such elements as the perceptions of 
one's characteristics and abilities; the percepts 
and concepts of the self in relation to others 
and to the environment; the value qualities which 
are perceived as associated with experiences and 
objects; and goals and ideals which are perceived 
as having positive or negative valence (18: 136- 
137)." -- 

He sees this development as an "adjustive" process, thus 

distinguishing it from "adjustment". He considers the 

latter a stagnant condition whereas the former is viewed 

as a dynamic process. 

In the individual's development of self, the key term 
/ 
is "self-enhancement" which Rogers believes to be the for¬ 

ward moving force of life. It is "because of this deeper 

force the individual in therapy tends to move toward re¬ 

organization, rather than toward disintegration (18: 193)." 

Prom the objects in his "phenomenal field" (his experi¬ 

ences, feelings, self, others, and environment) the indi¬ 

vidual forms his "perceptual field".. To explain this, 

PiOgers draws an analogy between reality and a map: 

"Words and symbols bear to the world of reality 
the same relationship as a map to the territory 
which it represents. This relationship also 
applies to perception and reality. We live by 
a perceptual "map" which is never reality it¬ 
self (13: 485)." 
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Rogers feels that this analogy helps convey the nature of 

the world in which the individual lives. According to 

Rogers, there is no point in trying to determine or explain 

the concept of "true” reality, because reality for the in¬ 

dividual is his perceptions. ^ 

In therapy', in order to empathize with the individual, 

the therapist must know his perceptual field. The posi¬ 

tion from which he views this is from the "internal frame 

of reference" of the client, for when this is done, all 

behavior on the part of the client becomes purposeful, and 

in response to reality as it is perceived. This is diffi¬ 

cult for the therapist since familiarity with another’s 

frame of reference depends on his ability to communicate. 

Although Rogers considers this an unattainable goal, he 

still believes it to be a basis for client-centered therapy. 

Rogers’ therapy finds any intellectual approach or 

techniques useless, but rabher emphasizes the experience 

of the relationship between client and therapist of prime 

importance. Through such a relationship, the client dis¬ 

covers his own inner self and change and growth will oc¬ 

cur. Rogers would describe this relationship as one which 

"is characterized by a sort of transparency on 
my part, in which my real feelings are evident; 
by an acceptance of this other person as a 
separate person with value in his own right; and 
by a deep empathic understanding which enables 
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me to cee his private v/orld through his eyes 
(8: 4-77)." 

Rogers sees the therapist as a companion v/ho assists the 

client in the frightening search for himself. Since the 

client has within himself the capacity to move toward ma¬ 

turity, the essential ingredient which the therapist must 

add is the climate which changes this capacity from latent 

to functioning. If the therapist categorizes his client 

from his past experiences, he limits the client’s growth. 

Instead, he should accept the client in the process of be¬ 

coming. He describes the "fully functioning person" as 

the desired result of his client-centered approach. 

Rogers describes the outcome of therapy with an exis¬ 

tential emphasis as the kind of relationship where 

"the client finds himself confirmed (to use Huber’s, 
term) not only in what he is, but in his poten¬ 
tialities. He can affirm himself, fearfully to 
be sure, as a separate, unique person. He can 
become the architect of his own future through 
the functioning of his consciousness. What this 
means is that because he is more open to his exper¬ 
ience, he can permit himself to live symboli¬ 
cally in terms of all the possibilities. He 
can acceptantly live out, in his. thoughts and 
feelings, the creative urges within himself, the 
destructive tendencies he finds within, the 
challenges of growth, the challenge of death. 
Ho can face, in his consciousness, what it will 
mean to him to be, and what it will mean to not 
be. He becomes an autonomous human person, able 
to be what he is and to choose his course (id: 
88) ." 

Rogers counters the criticism that principles of ex- 
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istentialism are too vague for empirical re a-o arch method a. 

by citing a study by W. L. Kell in 19^8, to predict the be¬ 

havior of adolescent delinquents. Much data v/as gathered 

on the subject, but the best predictor was the degree of 

self understanding. The more the individual was able to 

accept into consciousness all the facts regarding himself, 

the more free he was to choose a course of action. 

In comparing existentialism to a more objective ap¬ 

proach, Rogers states that 

"the warm, subjective, human encounter of two 
persons is more effective in facilitating 
change than is the most precise set of tech¬ 
niques growing out of learning theory or oper¬ 
ant conditioning (14: 93)*" 

Rogers' discussion of the dichotomy between the objective 

"other" of science and the "subjective" self of existen¬ 

tialism, arises from this. In the latter, there is a 

"maximizing of all that is subjective, inward, 
personal; here a relationship is lived, not 
examined, and a person, not an object emerges; 
a person who feels, chooses, believes, acts, 
not as an automaton, but as a person (S: 484)." 

Rogers places this subjective existential self at the 

base of the therapeutic relationship and the scientific 

relationship, because this self may choose how to use the 

subjective experience and the scientific Knowledge. 

Rogers is amazed at Kierkegaard's keen psychological 
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insight in pointing to that deepest of despairs, Mto be 

another than himself (8: 4-80)" and the opposite of des¬ 

pair, "the v/ill to be that self v/hich one truly is (8: 

480)." 

Throughout the process of therapy, as the individual 

becomes more free and open to his experience, he discovers 

that he can trust his choices. Because he is more av/are 

of his thoughts and feelings and the total situation, he 

is in a better position to make decisions on the right 

course of action, and he looks less and less to others for 

approval or disapproval and more and more v/ithin himself. 

According to Rogers, a person’s perception of a par¬ 

ticular happening or event is of prime importance. The 

affective result, then, is what Rogers believes to be of 

greater influence on the person than the actual cognitive 

experience. Since a person is 

"a fluid process, not a fixed and static en¬ 
tity; a flowing river of change, not a block of 
solid material; a continually changing con¬ 
stellation of potentialities, not a fixed 
quantity of traits (8: 482)" 

then the therapeutic situation must also be changing and 

dynamic. 

The demands made on individuals to accept values 

that are not their own, may cause considerable maladjust¬ 

ment. Bor this reason, a counselor determined to impose 



his value-system on the client may contribute to the di¬ 

lemma. -Rogers is not truly specific about values, but he 

does say that the basic philosophy of the counselor is 

represented by his attitude of respect for the individual 

for his capacity and his right to self-direction, and for 

the v/orth and significance of each individual. It seems 

to be very apparent that Rogers is very confident of the 

client’s ability to establish and uphold a value system 

that is in basic congruence with the values of a healthy 

society. 

Rogers feels that learning produces three major con¬ 

sequences: perceptions, self-conceptions and evaluative 

thoughts. Individuals tend to repeat behavior that was 

pleasant and that enhanced the organism as perceived by 

the person. Values enter into the picture inasmuch as we 

tend to choose our way out of "controlled” existences. 

This selective rrrocess is performed in accordance with wh< 

"we believe" is non-restrictive and what "we feel" offers 

a continuous and non-static behaviorial sequence. 

'/hen we become aware of ourselves and events, we de¬ 

velop habits of thoughts concerned with the concept of 

self. Habitual self-concepts are continually being modi¬ 

fied and adjusted so that we can see the self as a process 

and "adjustment" as really an "adjactive" process. Adjusi 
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merit indicates a stagnant condition while adjnstive repre¬ 

sents a dynamic process. 

Consistent positive evaluation by other people is de¬ 

sirable for a healthy personality. Behavior deviations can 

be seen when a person’s feeling of positive regard is low 

and when he finds his own values inappropriate and the im¬ 

position of having to accept someone else's values appar¬ 

ent. Rogers speaks of incongruence when a person experi¬ 

ences a pleasurable event that is considered by his under¬ 

standing of society to be bad and considered by his concept 

of self to be. inconsistent. This condition is responsible 

for an uncomfortable level of anxiety making the individual 

vulnerable. A person aware of this condition developing 

may at times block out the awareness (denial of awarene.s), 

partially block out or inaccurately perceive (distortion 

of awareness), ignore the emotion (denial), or rationalize 

the emotion (distortion). Mental illness can develop from 

the over-use of any of these mechanisms, especially, denial 

and distortion. Rogers finds certain characteristics be¬ 

ing prevalent in disturbed people. Among them the avoid¬ 

ance of new situations, the performance of behavior that 

uas formerly taboo, and the overgeneralization of personal 

conduct. 

The primary goals of therapy are supposedly determined 
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"by the client. The counselor might, however, want to see 

the client develop appropriate self-evaluations, release 

his capacity for change, and develop an adjustive personal¬ 

ity. The most important antecedent to therapy would he 

the therapist's feelings for the client. These feelings 

may he inhorn—developed—or nurtured in a practicum ex¬ 

perience or in the cumulative experiences of the counselor; 

it is a difficult thing to answer. 

The lines of communication must he open between client 

and counselor. There must he mutual respect and an open, 

non-threatened willingness to participate and experience 

with one another. Empathy, friendliness and unconditional 

positive regard must he felt in the relationship. 

Rogers* comment on the treatment in the case of Ellen 

host, points out that the major weakness was that no one 

treated her as a person; rather, she was dealt with as an 

object. This only made her more of an object to herself, 

and further estranged her separate worlds. Rogers believes 

strongly that in Ellen V/est*s case as in all others, the 

therapist and client must relate as persons, and must risk 

themselves as persons in the relationship. 

During the reintegration or restoration jjrocess of 

therapy, Rogers alleges that the following conditions must 

he pa?-sent. pn order for the unconditional positive regard 
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understanding. Then when the client perceives such a re¬ 

gard, existing conditions of worth are weakened or dissolved 

and his own self-regard is increased. When this occurs, 

threat is reduced, the process of defense is reversed, and 

experiences which were previously threatening are more ac¬ 

curately symbolized and integrated into the self concept. 

As a result, the individual becomes more nearly fully func¬ 

tioning. 

Since Carl Rogers and Viktor Frankl both have exis- 

tential views, a consideration of the historical background 

of existentialism is in order here. 

Existentialism concerns itself with the nature of 

man's being. 
/ 

"Existentialism is not a philosophy but a mood 
embracing a number of disparate philosophies; 
the differences among them are more basic than 
the temper which unites them. This temper can 
best be described as a reaction against the 
static, the abstract, the purely rational, the 
merely irrational, in favor of the dynamic and 
the concrete, personal involvement and "engage¬ 
ment", action, choice, and commitment, the dis¬ 
tinction between "authentic" and "inauthentic" 
existence, and the actual situation of the ex¬ 
istential subject as the starting point of. 
thought." So states Maurice Friedman in The 
Worlds of Existentialism (8: 3-zO • 

Man's interest in the nature of his being dates back 

to writings in the Bible. In the book of Job, doting in 

the era of 600 to 200 B.C., the Hebrew or Edomite poet 
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demonstrates the same type of theological and rdiilosophi- 

cal problems of existence that prevail today. The authen¬ 

tic self is stressed in the Psalms, repeated by the Prox>liets, 

and re-introduced in Jesus's "Sermon on the Mount"# The 

pre-Socratic philosopher Heracleitus of Ephesus, who lived 

about 5^0 B.C., wrote about universal flow, the dynamism 

of the "ever-living Fire" of which the universe consists, 

character as destiny, and others which have existential 

qualities. 

Meister Eckhart (1260-1528), the great German mystic, 

who wrote of the direct, concrete mysticism that focuses 

the attention back on one's personal existence. Jacob 

Boehme (1575-1824), another mystic and the Lutheran gnos¬ 

tic, like Eckhart, emphasized will. Blaise Pascal (1625- 

1662) , saw the contradictions of human existence with much 

clarity. Friedrich Schelling (1775-1854), began the move¬ 

ment beyond German idealism in his Of Human Freedom (1809) 

and The Philosophy of Bevelation. But the decisive break 

from German idealism and particularly from Hegel, came 

with Soren Kierkegaard (1815-1855)* y 

The i>oint which makes Kierkegaard the real founder of 

the philosophy of existence is his emphasis upon the exis¬ 

tential subject. Kierkegaard opposes the "single One" (the 

true individual) to the "crowd" (which he equates with un- 
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truth) , but ho sees this Single One as set in a direct rela¬ 

tion with a transcendent God. Before this relationship 

can come into being, a man must have discovered bis true 

inwardness, and it is with all the passion of this inward¬ 

ness that Kierkegaard clings to the "absurd1’ and attacks 

the "system". He vehemently opposed Hegelarian princij)les. ^ 

Kierkegaard, the son of an austere Christian, was a sensi¬ 

tive young man filled with guilt and outraged at the philo¬ 

sophical school of Hegel, which was widely accepted in 

Europe at that time, even by the churches. In Kierkegaard’s 

book Concluding Un-Scientific Postscript (1846), he holds 

that Hegel's attempt to demonstrate that the world is a ra¬ 

tional system, that the real is the rational and the ra¬ 

tional the real, is not only presumptuous but ridiculous. 

The man who followed Kierkegaard's writings very 

closely was Karl Jaspers. He contends that our biggest 

threat today (the threat of losing our individuality) is 

in technological society in which our chief aim appears to 

be to produce a standardized level of satisfaction for as 

many people as possible. Jaspers states that the very 

fact that transcendence is so incomplete and so limited in 

pointing out the source of being, is evidence enough for 

Jaspers to conclude the existence of a supreme being in 

the universe. Jaspers would conclude that a definition 
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of existence is possible but only in terms of concrete 

situations. Existence, he would say, is the freedom of 

the individual, the possibility of decision. Because man 

exists in this special sense, he is what he can become in 

his freedom. lieaninn; in life is important to Jaspers, for 

he states that "What man is, he ultimately becomes through 

the cause which he has made his own (7: 9)." 

Martin Heidegger has greatly influenced the existen¬ 

tialist writers. He was a pupil of Husserl, the fountain 

head of phenomenology, who held that philosophers should 

turn their attention away from the natural world and con¬ 

centrate on the inner world of experience. Heidegger des¬ 

cribes man as being cast into an unsympathetic world where 

he works diligently to achieve purposes that eventually come 

to naught. The only way that man can be true to himself, 

according to Heidegger, is to live constantly with the 

thought of his eventual death. Heidegger writes in his 
/ 

^ Beinp; and Time, that man must encounter death. When man 

does this, he suffers through an existential anxiety which 

in turn, makes him aware of his nothingness. Man can 

either make choices to avoid further thinking like this 

or he can make choices in light of this nothingness. The 

latter, of course, is the recommended course of action, 

and the least desirable is indecision. 



The foremost modern atheist existentialist is Jean 

Paul Sartre, who came through strongly in his novels and 

plays as well as in his philosophical writings. Sartre 

has made such observations as ’’man is condemned to be free" 

that his life is "an ineffective passion”; that "hell is 

other people". Sartre said that we exist and as soon as we 

find this out, we choose our way of existing. Here lies 

the basis of his work. He distinguishes between uncon¬ 

scious beings and beings who are said to exist only in 

themselves, and conscious beings who, because they trans¬ 

cend the present place and time and exist for themselves, 

are necessarily free. Sartre believes that a person is 

what he continually makes himself and that he is the free 

creator of his own being. But he must carry all the conse¬ 

quences of his self-creation. From Being and Hothinauess, 

he says this about freedom: 

"Freedom is the nature of man; in anxiety man 
becomes aware of his freedom, knows himself 
responsible for his own being by commitment, 
seeks the impossible reunion with being-in- 
itself, and in despair knows himself forever 
at odds with others who by their glances can 
threaten a man, turning him into a mere ob¬ 
ject (8: 113).” 

In contrast to Dartre*s atheistic position, the Catho¬ 

lic existentialist Gabriel Farcel believes that the fund¬ 

amentals of existentialism are compatible with Christian- 
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ity. In his book The Mystery of Be inn;, he illuntretes 

that existential thinking, the thinkinp; of an involved 

self, is threatened by the interest in abstractions and by 

bureaucratic societies which reduce individuals to nere 

averages. The immediate encounter v/ith the mystery of 

being is in terras of a lived participation; being is an 

internal relation; the self or the body is not an object 

of knowledge but the subject who knows himself as he acts. 

To know others existentially is to encounter them not as 

things, but in acknowledgement of them as persons. Free¬ 

dom is found when the self turns inward and becomes aware 

of its capability for commitment and treason. 

Martin Buber, the Jewish theologian and author of I 

and Thou, has a similar ethical foundation to Marcel. 

Buber states that we find ourselves when we lose ourselves 

in our attempt to use our abilities to enhance our fellow 

man. He considers this neither an enslavement nor an es¬ 

cape from nothingness; but rather a commitment to our 

brothers since none of us knows what we are doing on this 

earth or where we are going. 

Probably one of the foremost writers about death is 

Herman Feifel. He says that life is not genuinely our own 

unless we can renounce it. "It is in this same encounter 

with death that each of us discovers his hunger for immor- 
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tali by" states Feifel in The Kooning. °- Feath and referred 

to in Hay's Hxistentiol Feycholoyy (14: 62). He concludes 

this same paper with, 

"A man's birth is an uncontrollable event in 
his life, but the manner of his departure from 
life bears a definite relation to his philos- 
opy of life and death, V/e are mistaken in con¬ 
sidering death a purely biological event. Life 
is not comprehended truly or lived fully unless ' 
the idea of death is grappled with honestly," 

Feifel claims that mental illness, maladjustment, etc., 

can be directly traced to a person's attitude, concept, or 

philosophy toward death. 

Moving now into the era of more contemporary existen¬ 

tialists will be a presentation in more detail of the phil¬ 

osophical ideas of three men: Ludwig Binswanger, Sidney 

Jourard, and Hollo May. 

Binswanger, the Sv/iss psychiatrist, has modified 

Freudian psychoanalytic therapy in line with his philosophy. 

He studied with Eugen Bleuler in the early 1900's, and was 

one of the few to break with Freud and yet continue a close 

personal attachment and active correspondence. In the 

19S0's, he was profoundly influenced by Martin Heidegger. 

From Heidegger's Being and Time, Binswanger believes that 

a new understanding of man has emerged: 

a "conception that man is no longer understood 
in terms of some theory—be it a noch: ristic, 
a biologic or a psychological one—but in terms 
of the total structure or total articulation 
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of existence as Beins-in-the-vjorld (16: 300)." 

Binsv/anfjer states 

used by Heidegger 

"in the nature of an ontolon;icnl thesis, a 
statement about an essential condition that 
determines existence in general. From the 
discovery and presentation of this essen¬ 
tial condition, existential analysis received 
its decisive stimulation, its philosophical 
foundation and justification, as well as its 
methodological directives (13: 191)." 

that the term "being-in-the-world" as 

is 

Again Binswanger refers to Heidegger when he states that 

"Heidegger, in his concept of Being-in-the- 
world as transcendence, has not only return¬ 
ed to a point prior to the subject-object 
dichotomy of knowledge and eliminated the 
gap between self and 'world, but has also 
elucidated the structure of subjectivity as 
transcendence. 'Thus he has opened a new 
horizon of understanding for, and given a 
new impulse to, the scientific exploration 
of human existence and its specific modes 
of being. The split of Being into subject 

object (thing, environ- ( m ■ ■ n, p e r s o n ) a n a 
mont) is now replaced by the unity of ex¬ 
istence and "world", secu3?ed by transcen¬ 
dence (13: 193-194-)." 

To Heidegger's theory, Binswanger adds an extension 

being-boyond-bhe-world, which he explains as being of the 

existence for the sake of ourselves, designated by Bins¬ 

wanger as "love". The significance of existential analysi 

for psychotherapy has resulted in several main trends of 

this relationship. Firstly, although existential analy¬ 

sis investigates the life-history of the patient, it em- 
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phasizes the understanding of this life-history as modifi¬ 

cations of the total structure of the patient’s being-in- 

the world. Gecondly, existential analysis attempts to 

help the patient "realize the fullness of his humanity (16 

?01),M by experiencing this as radically as possible, 

rather than simply showing him how miserably he failed. 

Thirdly, Binswanger believes that the analyst and patient 

will stand on the same plane—"the plane of common exis¬ 

tence (16: 301)". He will therefore not degrade the pa¬ 

tient to an object toward which he is subject, but he will 

see him as an existential partner. He will therefore not 

consider the bond between the two partners to be as that 

of two electric batteries—a "psychic contact"—but as an 

encounter on what Hart in Buber calls "the shorx> edge of 

existence (16:301)”, an existence which essentially "is 

in the world" not merely as a self but also as a being— 

together with one another—relatedness and love (16: 

301)." Fourthly, the existential analyst does not sepa¬ 

rate the conscious from the unconscious, or the body from 

the soul, because he believes that the structures, struc¬ 

tural articulations and structural alterations permeate 

man's entire being. Finally, because the existential ana¬ 

lyst is attempting to help the patient understand the 

structure of human existence, and help him utilize freely 
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his capacities for existence, "he must dare to risk com¬ 

mit in.p; his own existence in the struggle for the freedom 

of his partner’s (16: 302).” 

Binswanger helieves, as do most proponents of existen¬ 

tialism, that the concepts of existentialism can he applied 

consistently only to humans. Although both animals and hu¬ 

mans have an environment, the animal has his only as a gift 

from nature, but man has his by the grace of freedom to 

transcent the situation. The animal is in a once and for 

all determined, "situational circle". Binswanger states 

that existence can transcend the being, and that transcen¬ 

dence implies not only world-design but also self-design. 

In the case of Ellen West, Binswanger presents in de¬ 

tail the biographical information and the existential an¬ 

alysis for the patient. He considers the entire life- 

history of Ellen West to be nothing but the metamorphosis 

of life into mold and death. Her greed for satiety, which 

is manifested in her voracity for food and of hunger, 

and also in the form of her greed for life and power, can¬ 

not fill her existential emptiness, but only dull it mo¬ 

mentarily. Binswanger uses three terms to define world: 

Umwelb, which refers to the environment; Ilitwelt, which 

refers to the world of one’s fellow men; and Bigenwelt, 

which refers to one's "own world". Ellen West had alien- 
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abed the -'M gen we.11;, from the Unv/elt and nitvjelt, and thus 

she does not stand with both feet firmly on the ground. 

Also, Binswanger distinguishes between the world on the 

earth (for which the existential movement is striding), 

the world of the air (for which the existential movement 

is flying), and the world in and under the earth (for which 

the existential movement is crawling). Ellen's being—beyond 

does not begin and end in being-in-the-world, but is a re¬ 

turn to nothingness—and her existence is threatened by 

her own nothingness. Her life history eventually fails to 

point to the future, but circles in a present, closed off 

from the future, ruled by the past, and therefore-empty. 

This dreadful emptiness brings about her eventual suicide 

which Binswangor considers both an "arbitrary act" and a 

"necessary event" since it was a necessary fulfillment of 

the life-meaning of this existence. Because she consid¬ 

ered her life a great unfilled hole, she considered her¬ 

self also, a "hole". Binswangor emphasizes that the world 

and self are reciprocal determinants in accordance with 

the principle that the individual is what its world is. 

Sidney Jcurard writes in The Transparent Self that 

"The book as a whole expresses the hypothesis 
that man can attain to health and fuller func¬ 
tioning only insofar as ho gains in courage 
to be himself among others and when he finds 
goals and objectives that have value and mean- 
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ing for him (9* v)." 

Ho believes that our present society has accepted self¬ 

concealment as the norm, and as a result has devised var- 

iour methods of tricking the individual into revealing his 

true self. Ihe individual is constantly faced with the 

choice of whether or not to reveal himself to others; but 

what few realize is that when an individual wants to be 

known, and the conditions are conducive to his being known, 

he will be very sure that the image he presents is accur¬ 

ate. Jourard sees the desire and the conditions immeasur¬ 

ably more important than the methods. 

Research which Jourard undertook pointed out' two 

facts. First, 

Hself-disclosure follows an attitude of love 
and trust. If I love someone, not only do I 
strive to know him, so that I can devote my¬ 
self more effectively to his well-being; I 
also display my love by letting him know me. 
At the same time, by so doing, I permit him 
to love me (9* ^l-)«n 

Second, Jourard states that 

"ITo man can come to know himself except as 
an outcome of disclosing himself to another 
person. . . ./hen a person has been able to 
disclose himself utterly to another person, 
he learns how to increase his contact with 
his real self, and he may then be better 
able to direct his destiny on the basis of 
knowledge of his real self (9* 5)*" 

Jourard coined the term "public self" to refer to the 



concept of self that one wants others to perceive. Fre¬ 

quently, this public self is so estranged from the real 

self that self-alienation results: the person no longer 

knows his real self. 

Maladjusted.persons, according to Jourard, are those 

who have not made themselves known to others, and conse¬ 

quently do not know themselves. To avoid becoming known 

by others requires energy and "other people come to be 

stressors to an individual in direct proportion to his de 

gree of self-alienation (9: 6)." 

Jourard talks of "spirit” and concludes that 

"a man who pursues "inspiriting goals" actual¬ 
izes his potentials and resists illness more 
effectively than people who have not found, or 
who have lost, their identity and direction 
(9: 104)." 

According to hollo May, existentialism means 

"centering upon the exist inn; person; it is 
the emphasis on the human being as he is 
emerging, becoming. The word "existence" 
comes from the root ex-sistere, meaning 
literally "to stand out, emerge". Tradi¬ 
tionally, in Western culture, existence 
has been set over against essence, the 
latter being the emphasis upon immutable 
principles, truth, logical laws, etc., 
that are supposed to stand above any 
given existence (14: 16)." 

Hay sees the extreme of existentialism in Jean Paul Sartr 

statement that "existence precedes essence" (14: 17) by 

which he means that only as we affirm our existence do we 
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have any essence at all. "V/e are our choices” (l-'l: 17) 

states Oartre emphatically. His own position is not so 

extreme, for liay believes that essences should not be 

ruled out. He states that "There is no such thing as 

truth or reality for a living human being except as he 

participates in it, is conscious of it, has some relation 

ship to it (id: l?)*" 

He sees existentialism as an attitude rather than a 

special school and criticizes more objective mechanistic 

approaches in his accusations that "the more absolutely 

and completely you formulate the forces or drives, the 

more you are talking about abstractions and not the liv¬ 

ing, existing human being (id: 18)." As examples, he ex 

plains that .Freud, who was writing on a technical level, 

knevy about anxiety; but Kierkegaard, writing on the exis¬ 

tential, ontological level, knew anxiety. He believes 

both to be important, but feels we are in danger of re¬ 

pressing the sense of being, and this conformity will re¬ 

sult in the destruction of individuality. Although the 

collective forces of society are great, Tlay still believe 

in the existentialists* central proclamation that 

"No matter how great the forces victimizing 
the human being, man has the capacity to 
know that he is being victimized, and thus 
to influence in some way ho\sr he will relate 
to his fate. . . Han,s existence consists, 
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in the last analysis, of his freadom (id: 
dl-d2).M 

Hay seas some problems and dangers in the existential 

iTrvproach to psychology. One is that the concepts and 

terms lend themselves to being used by intellectual de¬ 

tachment where they pretend to deal with human reality, bu 

actually do not. Paradoxically, the existential approach 

is also used by anti-intellectualism. Hay believes that 

the existential attitude to psychology should not be in¬ 

tellectual or anti-intellectual, but to seek a common foun 

dation on which both are based. Another problem arises, 

according to Hay, with the identification of this approach 

with Zen Buddhism, which results in an oversimplification 

of both. He feels that the attempt to adopt the attitudes 

of onobher culture is simply a means of escaping from the 

real conflicts of our society. Only by facing these con¬ 

flicts will man achieve his own individuality. 

Hay proposes six existential principles or ontologi¬ 

cal characteristics for rjsycliotherapy. First, every 

existing person is centered in himself, and any attack on 

this center is an attack on his very existence. Hay sees 

a neurosis as ’’the method the individual uses to preserve 

his own center, his own existence (Id: ?6)." A neurosis 

is not a failure to adjust, but the adjustment itself. 
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Second, "every existing person lias the character of self- 

affirmation, the need to preserve its centeredness (Id: 

77)*" fhird, "All existing persons have the need and pos¬ 

sibility of going out from their centeredness to partici¬ 

pate in other beings (Id: 7S)." 3ut this "going out" in¬ 

volves risk: the neurotic of Freud’s day rex^ressed and in¬ 

hibited because of his fear of losing his own conflicted 

center; and the neurotic of today, by dispersing himself 

in participation and identification with others, empties 

his own being. Fourth, "the subjective side of centeredness 

is awareness (id: 78)." Fifth, "the uniquely human form 

of awareness is self-consciousness (Id: 79)•" ’/hen the 

individual realizes that he is the one being threatened, 

that he is in the world which threatens, and ho is the one 

who has a world, this gives him insight into the relation¬ 

ship between the world and his problems. Thus, it gives 

him the choice of doing something about it. Finally, 

"Anxiety is the state of the human being in the struggle 

against that which would destroy his being (Id: 83)." 

But the tragic aspect of human existence is the fact that 

consciousness also includes the possibility of denying or 

turning against oneself. Hay believes that these six 

principles will give a structural base for the science of 

man which will deal with him as a whole rather than frag- 
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meritizing him and destroying his individuality. 

Even with this vast and varied background, there is a 

common ideological basis for existentialists. The ideas 

of Professor Julian Palley are presented by George Kneller 

in his book Education, Knov/ledge and the Problem of fxi.st- 

ence. From that source, I drew the following conclusions 

regarding a common base. 

1. Existence precedes essense. This is a desire to 

turn from the objective and abstract of traditional philos- 

opy, to the subjective and concrete of the living person. 

The existentialist tries to describe the situation of man 

in the world in concrete terms. This is a man who makes 

his own presence by living it day by day. This idea is 

most strongly stated by Hollo May and others. 

2. Despair. For Kierkegaard, the struggle between 

reason and life produces despair, which he feels is neces¬ 

sary for the final "leap” to religious faith. Sartre, and 

other atheistic existentialists, believe despair to be nec¬ 

essary for discovering a new life and morality. Kierkegaard 

considers man’s deepest despair to be another than himself, 

and the opposite to despair to be the self he really is. 

As far as I am concerned, the latter must be the founda¬ 

tion of philosophy and therapy. 

5* Nothingness. This surrounds man, and in order to 
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do anything, he must cross it. -Heidegger considers noth¬ 

ingness as a threatening abyss which causes dread and ang¬ 

uish in man. In my reading, I found this point emphasized 

most by Binswanger in his Case of Bllen '.-/est. She viewed 

life-as a fearful chasm and therefore saw herself as a 

'’hole” or a nothing also. I think his concept of the ex¬ 

istential vacuum has definite merit. 

4-. Freedom. Although man possesses complete free¬ 

dom, he must create his own future by crossing tho nothing¬ 

ness which surrounds him. Sartre feels that man is con¬ 

demned to be free, and that he carries the weight of the 

world on his shoulders because of this. He saw the agony 

of freedom, whereas Rogers, May, and Frankl saw the ecstasy. 

Hay believes man’s existence to consist of his freedom. 

Frankl places "Freedom of ./ill" as first of his three in¬ 

terconnected links in his philosophy of life. He, more so 

than any other, makes it clear that man is not free to 

change the conditions but rather free to choose his atti¬ 

tude toward them. I see both extremes of agony and ec¬ 

stasy present, but in the development of the individual, I 

see it as a moving from agony in the neurotic individual 

to ecstasy in Rogers’ fully-functioning j^erson. 

5. Choice. Because of his freedom, man is contin¬ 

ually forced'to choose. I agree with Rogers when ho states 
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that the individual will make choices which are rifjht for 

him. Others have criticized him for his naive, optimistic 

confidence in human nature, but if one accepts as I do, 

•Rogers' concept of the perceptual field, bow can one ques¬ 

tion that only the individual, looking at the world from 

his internal frame of reference, is in the only position 

to choose what is right for him? Jourard claims man's 

main choice to be that of deciding whether or not to dis¬ 

close himself to another, and thus learn more about his 

true self. 

6. Responsibility. Freedom to choose makes man re¬ 

sponsible for himself and all humanity. This theme is re¬ 

current in all existential writers. 

7. Anguish. Because he must choose and create his 

own future, man feels anguish. He experiences this inner 

conflict both because of his knowledge of his total free¬ 

dom and the threat of nothingness. Heidegger would rename 

this "existential anxiety" and say that it results from 

man's encounter with death, which in turn makes him aware 

of his nothingness. Sartre would also refer to'this term 

as "anxiety", and believes this state to be the one in 

which man becomes aware of his freedom. Perhaps it is be¬ 

cause T do not fully understand their reasoning, but I do 

not fully accept this. 



8. Absurdity. Han exists in a world unknown to hir.i 

ond is a victim of its irrational forces because be is 

without fixed values or faith. Kafka, more than any other 

existentialist, emphasises this point. But Kierkegaard 

also emphasizes the "absurd'' as opposed to the "system" 

and finds this a necessity in the discovery of the true 

self. I would not consider this an extremely important 

precept. 

9. The Other. This is mainly an invention of Sartre 

who believes that original sin is the existence of the 

other 

Since Palley’s list seems to emphasize those concepts 

of significance to the earlier existentialists, I will add 

the following to include more contemporary thinking. 

1. The existential Subject. This is the main em¬ 

phasis of Kierkegaard’s writings. Binswanger expresses 

the importance of seeing the patient in therapy as an ex¬ 

istential partner, rather than an object. Rogers bases 

his whole theory of self on this premise, for he considers 

the affective result of a person’s perceptions to be of 

greater influence than the actual cognitive experience. 

All of the six existential principles of Hay are based on 

this concept. 

2. The Individual. Jaspers claims the loss of our 
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individuality to be the bindent threat today, and I could 

n o t a ^ro e TTI O L-C . I see man subr.iittinr; to the X>ressures of 

society, comproiaisinr his values, conforming to the masses; 

end in his sickening attempts at acceptance and approval 

from v/ithout, he loses the knowledge of his true self, and 

alienation or incongruence (to use Rogers’ terra) results. 

May, also, sees the fragmentizing of the individual as" a 

threat. 

3. Meaning. Perhaps this could be included with 

"Nothingness” as its antithesis, but I prefer to discuss 

it in its positive contort. Obviously, the strongest ad¬ 

herent of this concept is Frankl, who sees life as a 

search for a meaningful existence. In his writings on 

logotherapy, he frequently cites 

because of a meaningful goal. I 

cept, but agree with him when he 

must find his own meaning. 

examples of extended lives 

see this as a valid con- 

says bhet the individual 

4. Becoming. Both Rogers and Hay stress the dynam¬ 

ically changing personality who is constantly undergoing 

the process of becoming. 

COMPARISON 

This section will attempt to point out the similari¬ 

ties and dissimilarities of the theory and therapy for 
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Alfred Adler, Viktor Frankl, and Carl Rogers. 

Adler's conception of a man is one of an individual 

in constant pursuit of superiority. 

"I began to see in every psychological phe¬ 
nomenon the striving for superiority. # . 
The impetus from minus to plus never ends. . . 
Ve all strive i;o reach a goal by the at¬ 
tainment of which we feel strong, super¬ 
ior, and complete (6: 10.3)." 

This single underlying movement is basic to Adlerian 

thought. Frankl also sees man as striving, but instead of 

for superiority, he sees the goal as being meaning in life. 

This meaning is something which lie must discover for him¬ 

self. In comparing Frankl's views with the quotation from 

Adler above, Frankl would repeat the key words of "striving”, 

"impetus", "goal", and "complete"; but replace "superiority" 

with "meanint O 1 from minus to plus" with "from nerogenic 

neuroses to meaningful existence"; and delete "strong" and 

"superior”. Therefore, a Frankl paraphrase of Adler's 

statement would be: 

"I begin to see in every psychological phe¬ 
nomenon the striving for meaning. The im¬ 
petus from noogenic neurosis to meaningful 
existence never ends, be all strive to 
reach a goal by the attainment of which 
we feel complete." 

Certainly Rogers' fourth ^proposition closely parallels 

Adler's thinking: "The organism has one basic tendency 

and striving: to actualize, maintain, and enhance 
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the experiencing organisn (13: 487).” Although Frankl 

would probably not disagree with Rogers* ”actualize" and 

"maintain”, he would definitely feel that these words do 

not go far enough. "Enhance”, he would favor more. He 

would view Rogers* theory as rather static; Adler*s as 

less static; and his own as dynamic. But Rogers has coun¬ 

tered tnis criticism by emphasizing that the development • 

of the self is a process which is constantly being revised 

in the light of new perceTybions. 

All three theorists see the striving as goal directed 

or purposive. Adler states that, ”-/e cannot think, feel, 

will, or act without the perception of some goal (4)." 

Rogers says that "Behavior is basically the goal-directed 

attempt to satisfy its needs as 

as perceived (18: 4cn).M And : 

tentini vacuum” which is the re 

experienced, in the field 

Rrankl refers be the "e::is- 

sult of man being without a 

goal or meaning in life. 

The subjective interpretation is of prime 

in all theories, and is a major factor in the 

perceptions, frankl is probably at one extreiii 

importance 

individual *s 

e and Rogers 

and Adler at the other 

the subjective intorare 

that subject and object 

when considering the degree to which 

tation is made. Frankl believes 

are separate and must remain so, 

v/lierea.! 'ogers feels that the individual's subjective per- 
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ception is the only perception about v/hich the therapist 

should he concerned. Both Rogers and Adler stress the 

subjective nature of reality, in that they believe reality 

to be what the individual perceives it to be. In Adlerian 

terminology, this concept is the apperceptive schema. 

Adler states that 

"In considering the structure of a personality, the 
chief difficulty is that its unity, its particular • 
style of life and goal, is not built upon objec¬ 
tive reality, but upon the subjective view the 
individual takes of the facts of life. . . Each 
one organizes himself according to his own per¬ 
sonal view of things, and some of these views are 
more sound, some less sound (6: 183).n 

Rogers states that "The organism reacts to the field as it 

is experienced and perceived. This perceptual field is, 

for the individual, reality (18: 484)." Erankl, on the 

other hand, states that 

"It is true that man cannot grasp more than 
a subjective segment as it is cognitively 
cut out of the world, or in other words, he 
con only make a subjective selection from 
the full spectrum of the world; neverthe¬ 
less, he is always making a subjective 
selection from an objective world (7: 49)." 

From, the preceding comparison, comes Rogers' "self- 

concept" and Adler's "style of life". ' Although self- 

concept is a here and now, fluid and changing state, and 

style of life is longitudinal encompassing all past be¬ 

havior and. fairly stable, both are still filters for per- 
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ceptions. Frankl mentions no such filter. 

Consideration of the causes of maladjustment is a key 

to understanding Rogerian Personality Theory. The outsome 

of adjustment as expressed by Rogers "pictures the end 

point of personality development as being a basic congru¬ 

ence betv/een the phenomenal field of experience and the 

conceptual structure of the self (18: 532).” Therefore, 

maladjustment exists when the self structure is continually 

threatened by experiences which are inconsistent with it¬ 

self. Rogers clearly states his thinking on the causes of 

maladjustment in his fourteenth proposition. 

"Psychological maladjustment exists when the 
organism denies to awareness certain signi¬ 
ficant sensory or visceral experiences, which 
conseouently are not symbolized and organised 
into the gestalt of the self-structure. When 
this situation exists, there is basic or po¬ 
tential psychological tension (18: 310)." 

If this situation of incongruence exists, the person lit¬ 

erally does not know himself, and his values are formed 

according to how he thinks people want them to be, rather 

than to the dictates of his own feelings and, experiences. 

The causes of Adlerian maladjustments are of a much 

different nature. Adler looks for the cause in childhood 

and considers three conditions which foster maladjustment: 

"children of inferior organs; pampered children, neglected 

and hated children (6: 368)." Such situations may cause 
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them to form neurotic dispositions by striving for 

ority toward an unrealistic and exaggerated goal. 

superi- 

idlor 

places a great degree of responsibility for the plight of 

persons with organ inferiority on the shoulders of a re¬ 

jecting society. lie has made an interesting hypothesis 

about the relationship and degree of organ inferiority, to 

the degree of maladjustment. The less the inferiority, 

the greater the demands placed upon the child, and the 

greater will be his psychological maladjustment. Because 

pampering, Adler’s second cause of maladjustment, allows 

the child to gain superiority in the family, he never 

learns how to cooperate with society. Adler sees the 

plight of the neglected child as a sad testimony of our 

society. 

"When he faces the j^roblerns of life, he will 
overrate their difficulty and underrate his 
own capacity to meet them with the aid and 
good will of others. He has found society 
cold to him and will expect it always to be 
cold (6: 370-571)." 

In all cases of maladjustment, Adler believes that the 

individual has failed to develop social interest. 

Rogers believes maladjustment to be caused by incon¬ 

gruence; Adler believes it to be caused by inferiority; 

and Branhl believes it to be caused by a noogenic empti¬ 

ness. Rrankl states that 
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"Pathology rosulta not only from stress, but 
also frcm relief of stress v/jiich ends in emp¬ 
tiness. 1 lack of tension created by the 
loss of meaning is as dangerous a threat in 
terms of mental health as is too high a 
tension (7: 21)." 

He believes that a strong meaning orientation not only 

results in more fulfilling life, but also has a life-pro¬ 

longing effect. 

In the therapeutic application of their theories lies 

the greatest divergence among these three thinkers. 

Adler's approach is clearly outlined in three defi¬ 

nite steins; Prankl's approach seems less ordered; and Rog¬ 

ers' is completely nondirective. Adler proposes that the 

following are necessary stages in therapy: 

"(l)understanding the specific life-style 
of the pat;lent, his specific problem and 
the specific significance of his symptoms; 
. . .(2)explaining the patient to himself; 
. . .(6)strengthening the social interest 
(6: >26-027) V” 

The basis for understanding is made from information gain¬ 

ed from lists of questions which Adler devised: one for 

children, and the other for adults. But it is not the 

answers which are in themselves significant; rather it is 

the empathy, intuition, and guessing of the physician as 

he attempts to understand the life-style and goal of the 

patient. 

that the 

On the othe 

acouisition 

r hand, both Rogers and Frankl feel 

of background data is of lesser im- 
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portujnce, for tboir opproaciien arc nore ‘’feeling level” 

oriented. It is because of this last fact that they 

would violently disagree with Adler's second stage: that 

of explaining the patient to himself. Adler's third 

stage finds sere agreement in Rogers' therapy and little 

in l?rankl' s • Although Adler feels, contrary to the other 

two, that the therapist should point out the flaws in the 

life style of the patient, he agrees with both Rogers and 

Frankl in realizing that the change comes from within the 

patient and cannot be imposed from without. 

The ultimate basis of Rogers' client-centered therapy 

is stated in his fourth proposition: 

"The organism has one basic tendency and 
striving. . .to actualize and enhance the 
experiencing organism. . . bore the ther- 
api;;.is keenly aware that the only force 
noon which he can basically rely is the 
organic tendency toward ongoing growth and 
enhancement (13: 487-490)." 

His faith in his client's forward moving behavior allows 

him the freedom of his non-directive approach. He empha¬ 

sizes the non-judgmental role of the therapist as the 

catalyst for the change. The idea of a helping relation¬ 

ship in which both client and therapist are people involved 

in an encounter is shared by Frankl; but he adds that 

"the therapeutic relationship is not vet 
inara.<3amseo ?'»y •f-V, conoeo- 

of encounter between two subjects but 
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hinges on the object with which one sub¬ 
ject is confronting tho other. This ob¬ 
ject is usually a fact of which the pa- 

, tient is to become aware (7^ 81).” 

PtOgers and Adler would position themselves on either side 

of this statement: Adler emphasizing the objective facts 

to be known, and Rogers de-emphasizing them. Adler does 

not see the two involved on an equal plane and his choice 

of the terms "physician” and "patient" shows this. It is 

more up to the therapist to discover and point out weak¬ 

nesses and inconsistencies.in the patient's life-style. 

In the therapeutic situation, Rogers puts the great¬ 

est strain on the therapist by demanding that he be con¬ 

gruent , empathetic, accepting, non-evaluative, non-direc¬ 

tive, and view the client as an individual "of uncondition 

al self-worth of. value no matter what his condition, his 

behavior, or his feelings (3: 477)." Rrankl seems to ex¬ 

pect somewhat less; and Adler, because he sees the rela¬ 

tionship as a physician-patient one, demands even less 

of the therapist's emotions. 

Although all three therapists emphasise the import¬ 

ance of the relationship as opposed to techniques, Prankl 

and Rogers give this higher priority than Adler. In fact, 

Frankl quotes Rogers when he says that 

''The warm, subjective, human encountor of 
two persons is more effective in facilita- 
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tins change than the most precise set of 
techniques growing out of theory or operant 
conditioning (7: 78).M 

Again, Frankl states that "Worshiping technique at th. 

pence of encounter involves making man not only a m,r 

thing, hut also a mere means to an end (7: 80)." 



CHAPTER IV 

Summary 

The results of my comparative analysis reveal to me 

that although these three approaches have been presented, 

as separate entities, the apparent differences are minimal. 

My perceived focal point of therapy is summarized in 

the poem which follows. 

I - THOU” 

To describe by feelings when I am involved 

with a client with whom I work 

should be simple to do, for each day of the week 

I help them see through meaningless murk 

which settles upon their childlike minds 

and clogs their ability to see 

the v/orld in which they struggle and strain 

in order to simply "be". 

They come brashly or timidly to my door, 

seeking advice from a friend. 

To many, the problem at times seems so great, 

they feel that their life they may end. 
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But after a session or two or ten ; 

they begin to have some hope, 

and their view of the world as an intolerable place 

becomes an idea remote. 

ils they begin to pour out their hearts to me, 

I listen with all my senses 

and encourage them to express how they feel 

regarding present and past references. 

At times I feel discouraged and depressed 

as I hear their hopeless tale; 

I want to join then in their despair 

as they cry and sob and wail. 

I feel incapable of changing their lot 

and at times I find this difficult to bear. 

But then I realize that this isn’t my job, 

and the picture becomes surprisingly clear. 

For no sooner do I communicate the way I feel 

than they sense this emotional transfusion 

and know that another human feels for bhem 

and they too, break through the confusion. 

I’ve empathized with then and they’ve sensed the 
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communion of two on the same wave length. 

And this alone at times can he 

sufficient to give them strength. 

I can feel in me the power I possess 

to truly understand another, 

to climh inside and walk around 

in the skin and hones of my brother. 

This power produces an exhilaration 

that I feel when I know I’ve succeeded 

in helping someone hy listening to him, 

hut soon-the glow of success has receeded 

and is now replaced hy an exhausted state 

as I slump in a heap in my chair, 

for I'm drained of every emotion in me 

as I shoived him I truly care. 

My client revives as a result of the mood 

of the helping relationship achieved. 

He can face the world, because his "uptight state" 

has now been partially relieved. 

And I am left with a feeling of warmth 

because we neared Buber's "I - Thou", 
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and my client and I are richer because 

we shared of ourselves "here and now”• 

Conclusion 

An analysis of the theories of Adler, Frankl, and 

Rogers, and their respective therapeutic approaches has 

broadened, the writer1 s knowledge of this vast field. As a 

result, the writer will be better able to apply this in¬ 

formation to the development of the relationships and tech 

niques in the counseling situations which will be en¬ 

countered. y 
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